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Abstract and Background
A publishing scandal recently erupted around the use of the anti-malarial drug
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) to treat Covid 19. It is also known as quinine and chloroquine,
and is on the WHO list of essential medicines.[i]
The bark of the South American quina-quina tree has been used to treat malaria for 400
years.[ii] Quinine, a generic drug costing pennies a dose, is available for purchase online.
In rare cases it can cause dizziness and irregular heartbeat.[iii]
In late May, 2020, The Lancet published a four-author study claiming that HCQ used in
hospitals to treat Covid-19 had been shown conclusively to be a hazard for heart death. The
data allegedly covered 96,000 patients in 671 hospitals on six continents.[iv]
After the article had spent 13 days in the headlines, dogged by scientiﬁc objections, three of
the authors retracted it on June 5.[v]
Meanwhile, during an expert closed-door meeting leaked May 24 in France, The Lancet and
NEJM editors explained how ﬁnancially powerful pharmaceutical players were “criminally”
corrupting medical science to advance their interests.
*
On May 22, 2020, the time-honoured Lancet[vi]– one of the world’s two top medical journals
– published the stunning claim that 671 hospitals on six continents were reporting lifethreatening heart rhythms in patients taking hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) for Covid-19.
The headlines that followed were breath-taking.
Although wider access to the drug had recently been urged in a petition signed by nearly
500,000 French doctors and citizens,[vii] WHO and other agencies responded to the article
by immediately suspending the clinical trials that may have cleared it for use.
North American headlines did not mention that HCQ has been on the WHO list of essential
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drugs since the list began in 1977. Nor did they mention an investigative report on the bad
press that hydroxychloroquine had been getting prior to May 22, and how ﬁnancial interests
had been intersecting with medicine to favour Gilead’s new, more expensive drug,
Remdesivir.[viii]
The statistics behind the headlines
As a Canadian health sciences librarian who delivered statistics to a large public health
agency for 25 years, I sensed almost immediately that the article had to be ﬂawed.
Why? Because health statistics are developed for diﬀerent purposes and in diﬀerent
contexts, causing them to exist in isolated data “stovepipes.”[ix] Many health databases,
even within a single region or country, are not standardized and are thus virtually useless
for comparative research.
How, I wondered, could 671 hospitals worldwide, including Asia and Africa, report
comparable treatment outcomes for 96,000 Covid patients? And so quickly?
The Lancet is strong in public health and surely suspected this. Its award-winning editor-inchief, Dr. Richard Horton, has been in his job since 1995.[x]
So how could the damning HCQ claims have been accepted? Here is what I discovered.
The honour system in medical publishing
To some extent, authors submitting articles to medical journals are on the honour system, in
which cited databases are trusted by the editors, yet are available for inspection if
questioned.[xi]
On May 28, an open letter from 200 scientists to the authors and The Lancet requested
details of the data and an independent audit. The letter was “signed by clinicians, medical
researchers, statisticians, and ethicists from across the world.”[xii]
The authors declined to supply the data, or even the hospital names. Meanwhile,
investigative analysis was showing the statistics to be deeply ﬂawed.[xiii][xiv]
If this were not enough, the lead author was found to be in a conﬂict of interest with HCQ’s
rival drug, Remdesivir:
“Dr. Mandeep Mehra, the lead co-author is a director at Brigham & Women’s
Hospital, which is credited with funding the study. Dr. Mehra and The
Lancet failed to disclose that Brigham Hospital has a partnership with Gilead
and is currently conducting two trials testing Remdesivir, the prime competitor
of hydroxychloroquine for the treatment of COVID-19, the focus of the
study.”[xv]
In view of the foregoing, the article was retracted by three of its authors on June 5.
How did this fraud get past The Lancet reviewers in the ﬁrst place?
The answer emerges from what has remained an obscure French interview, although it has
been quoted in the alternative media.[xvi]
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On May 24, a closed-door Chatham House expert meeting about Covid included the editorsin-chief of The Lancet and the NEJM. Comments regarding the article were leaked to the
French press by a well-known health ﬁgure, Dr. Philippe Douste-Blazy,[xvii] who felt
compelled to blow the whistle.
His resulting BFM TV interview was posted to YouTube with English subtitles on May
31,[xviii] but it was not picked up by the English-speaking media.
These were The Lancet editor Dr. Richard Horton’s words, as reported by Dr. Douste-Blazy:
“If this continues, we are not going to be able to publish any more clinical
research data because pharmaceutical companies are so ﬁnancially powerful
today, and are able to use such methodologies as to have us accept papers
which are apparently methodologically perfect, but which, in reality, manage to
conclude what they want to conclude.” [xix]
Doust-Blazy made his own comments on Horton’s words:
“I never thought the boss of The Lancet could say that. And the boss of the
New England Journal of Medicine too. He even said it was ‘criminal’. The word
was used by them.”[xx]
The ﬁnal words in Doust-Blazy’s interview were:
“When there is an outbreak like Covid, in reality, there are people like us –
doctors – who see mortality and suﬀering. And there are people who see
dollars. That’s it.”[xxi]
The scientiﬁc process of building a trustworthy knowledge base is one of the foundations of
our civilization. Violating this process is a crime against both truth and humanity.
Evidently the North American media does not consider this extraordinary crime to be worth
reporting.
*
Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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